
VEVOR Wood Turning Tools for Lathe 4 PCS Set, Carbide Lathe Tools with

Diamond Shape, Round, Square Cutters, Turning Lathe Chisels with Comfortable

Grip Handles Lathe Tools for Craft DIY Hobbyists

Features & Details

 [TOUGH & DURABLE] - The lathe tools include a rougher, two finishers, and a
detailer, which make quick work of anything on your lathe. Each one of them is made
up of a quality alloy shaft, a beech handle and a sharp carbide tip, featuring long
service life.

 [SHARP & ACCURATE] - The wood lathe tools set will provide smooth and clean cuts
with 4 types of cutters together which are designed for different grinding effects.
Importantly, it saves you a bunch of time on grinding and honing, because you can
easily replace these blades when they get dull.

 [ERGONOMIC DESIGN] - The wood lathe turning tools are designed with handles of
a curved shape that fits your hand well, and relieves the fatigue during a long time
working.

 [EASE OF USE] - The woodturning tools set ensures a good entry-level setup and
use. It is made exactly for you, a beginner lacking confidence or a craft hobbyist in
need of an alternative option to complement your tools.

 [WIDE APPLICATION] - The delicate wood chisels for lathe can cut v-grooves, do
curves and coves, and carve lines.





4 PCS of Tools
The woodworking lathe tools
feature 4 types: square cutter,
diamond shape cutter, hook
style shaft, and round cutter.
They allow you to do cuttings
inside and outside a container.

High Carbon Steel
The woodturning tool set is
made of high carbon steel that
is strong, hard, and resistant to
wear. So, it can bear a long
time using.

Sharp & Accurate
The carbide cutters are sharp
that you slightly present one to
the wood and the tool will do
the hard work for you. The
tools can be kept sharp by
changing them once in a while.

Comfortable Grip
The grips of the lathe set are
made of beech wood. And
they feature a curved shape
which fits human hands so
great that holding them
becomes less tiring.

Easy to Use
The woodturning chisel set
stands out for its ease of use.
Take a key (included in the
package) to loosen the nut,
and then rotate the blade to a
sharper area, or replace the
blade

Wide Application
The lathe chisels set can cut
v-grooves, make curves and
coves, and carve lines
according to your needs.

Carbide Wood Turning Tools for
Lathe

You can use the tools right out
of the box, and the beech
handles are comfortable to grip.
When one gets dull, simply
rotate it to expose a new, sharp
edge, or replace it with a new
blade. No more sharpening.

Specifications
Handle Length: 250 mm (9.84
in)
Shaft Length: 230 mm (9.06 in)
Shaft Diameter: 12 mm (0.47
in)
Handle Material: Beech Wood
Cutter Material: Carbide
Package Size: 51x27x9 cm
(20.1"x10.6"x3.5")

Package Content
4x Carbide Wood Turning Tool
1 x T15 Hex Key Wrench
1 x T20 Hex Key Wrench

 Tough & Durable Materials
 Sharp & Accurate Blades
 Ergonomic Design
 Ease of Use
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